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Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with infinite residue field. For 
an m-primary ideal I it is proved that the Rees algebra R[It] (resp. R[k, t-i]) is 
a Cohen-Macaulay ring with minimal multiplicity at its maximal homogeneous 
ideal (m, It) (resp. (I~‘, m, It)) if and only if for some minimal reduction (a, b) of 
I, (a, b)Z=Z2 and there exists an xcm\m2 such that IR[m/x] n R = 1. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with infinite residue 
field. Let I be an m-primary ideal. Huneke and Sally [HS] proved the 
following result: 
THEOREM. If I is an integrally closed ideal then the Rees algebra R[It] 
is Cohen-Macaulay having minimal multiplicity at the maximal homogeneous 
ideal N = (m, It). 
Recall hat a Cohen-Macaulay local ring (A, n) is said to have minimal 
multiplicity if the multiplicity of A, e(A), is equal to dim n/n’ -dim A + 1. 
If A is an arbitrary commutative ring and I is an ideal of A, an element 
aE A is called integral over Z if a satisfies an equation of the form 
a’+b,a’-‘+ ... + b, = 0, where 6’ E I’ for i = 1, 2, . . . . r. The set of elements 
of A which are integral over I form an ideal called the integral closure of 
Z, denoted by 1,. We say Z is integrally closed or complete if Z= I,. 
The purpose of this paper is to strengthen this theorem by proving its 
converse and by proving an analogous result for the extended Rees algebra 
R[Zt, tr’]. Our method of proof is similar to that of Huneke and Sally. 
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The only additional tool needed is the mixed multiplicities of ideals 
introduced by Teissier [T]. 
We recall the background material in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to 
the proof of the converse of HunekeeSally theorem. Finally in Section 4 we 
prove an analogous result for extended Rees algebras. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we deal with commutative Noetherian rings with 
identity. For unexplained terminology our reference is [M]. 
(2.1) Let (R, m) be a local ring, Z and J ideals of R. Northcott and 
Rees [NR] defined Z to be a reduction of J if Zc.Z and for some n, 
ZJ"=J"+'. Z is called a minimal reduction of J whenever Kc Z and K is a 
reduction of J, then K = I. We say that J has reduction number one if for 
some minimal reduction K of J, KJ= J*. If R/m is infinite then every 
minimal reduction of J is generated by the same number of elements. This 
number is called the analytic spread of J, a(J), and it is equal to the 
dimension of the graded ring @ ,“= ,, Z”/Z”m. By [R3] height (J) 6 a(J) d 
dim R. It is easily seen that Z is a reduction of J iff every element of J is 
integral over Z. If J is m-primary and Z is a reduction of J then e(Z) = e(J). 
(2.2) Let (R, m) be a local ring of positive dimension d. Let Z and J be 
m-primary ideals. Let I denote length and N denote the set of natural 
numbers. Bhattacharya [B] and Risler and Teissier [T] proved that the 
function B: N2 + N defined as B(r, s) = I( R/Z’J”) is a polynomial of total 
degree din r and s for large values of r and s. This polynomial is called the 
Bhattacharya polynomial of Z and J. The terms of total degree d in this 
polynomial have the form 
ei(Zl Jb d-i.si+ 
Here, e,(Zl J), . . . . e,(Zl J) are all positive integers called the mixed 
multiplicities of Z and J. Rees [Rl] observed that e&Z1 J)=e(Z) and 
e,(Zl J) = e(J). 
(2.3) Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring. An m-primary 
ideal Z is called a contracted ideal [ZS, App. 51 if there exists an x E m\m’ 
such that ZR[m/x] n R = Z. By [ZS, App. 51, Z is contracted from R[m/x] 
if and only if I: m = I: x. Contracted ideals play an important role in 
Zariski’s theory of complete ideals. Zariski [Z] proved that the product of 
contracted (complete) ideals in R is contracted (complete) and a complete 
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ideal is contracted. Lipman [L] and Rees [ R23 proved that if Z is contracted 
then p(Z) = 1 + o(Z), where o(Z) denotes the m-adic order of Z, i.e., 
o(Z) =largest n for which Zc m”. Huneke [H3] proved that if R/m is 
infinite then converse is also true. Huneke’s notes [H3] provide a very 
readable account of these results. 
(2.4) Let u(R) denote the embedding dimension of a local ring (R, m). 
Abhyankar [A] proved that if R is Cohen-Macaulay then 
u(R) - dim R + 1 <e(R). 
J. Sally proved [S] that equality holds if and only if for every (some) 
minimal reduction Z of m, Zm = m*. A Cohen-Macaulay local ring R for 
which e(R) = u(R) - dim R + 1 is called a ring with minimal multiplicity. It 
is easy to prove that if (R, m) is a local ring with e(R) = v(R) - dim R + 1 
and R/m infinite then R is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if for some minimal 
reduction Z of m, Zm = m*. 
(2.5) By a theorem of Valla [V] if Z is an m-primary ideal of a local 
ring (R, m) of positive dimension d then dim R[Zt] = d + 1. 
3. REES ALGEBRAS WITH MINIMAL MULTIPLICITY 
Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with infinite residue 
field. In this section we identify the m-primary ideals Z for which the Rees 
algebra R[Zt] is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity at the maximal 
homogeneous ideal N= (m, It). By [Ve] the multiplicity of R[Zt], is given 
by the formula 
e(R[Zt],) = 1 + o(Z). 
Recall hat o(Z) is the largest n such that Zc m”. 
The assertion concerning the reduction number of Z in the following 
theorem can be deduced from [GS, Remark (3.10)]. But we deduce this by 
explicitly constructing a minimal reduction of the maximal homogeneous 
ideal N. The calculations made in the proof will be needed in the proof 
of (4.3). 
THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with 
infinite residue field. Let Z be an m-primary ideal. Then RIZtlN is a Cohen- 
Macaulay local ring with minimal multiplicity if and o&y if Z is a contracted 
ideal of reduction number one. 
Proof. The sufficiency has been proved in [HS]. We prove the 
necessity. Let T denote R[Zt],. Suppose that T is Cohen-Macaulay with 
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minimal multiplicity. Then u(T) - dim T+ 1 = e(T). Substituting e(T) = 
1 + o(Z) and v(T) = u(R) + p(Z) = 2 + p(Z), we see that p(Z) = 1 + o(Z). By 
Huneke’s theorem (2.3) we conclude that Z is indeed contracted. Therefore, 
there exists an XE m\m’ such that I: x = I: m. We can find y so that 
m = (x, y). Since R/(x) is a discrete valuation ring, every ideal of R/(x) is 
principal and integrally closed. Since R/m is infinite there exists a minimal 
reduction (a, h) of I. Therefore, ((a, b) R), = Z,. Hence either a or b modulo 
(x) generates (Z, x)/(x) in R/(x). Without loss of generality we may assume 
that (Z, x) = (a, x). This implies that I= (a, x(Z: m)). Let n be such that 
(a, b)In = I” + ‘. We now claim that 
(x,at, y+bt)N”=N”+’ 
Let K denote the ideal (x, at, y + bt)N”. The direct sum decompositions of 
N n+l and N” are 
N n+l=,n+l @m”Zt@ ... @mZ”t”@Z”+lt”+‘@ ... 
N”=m”@m”-‘It@+ . . . @m~“~‘t”-‘@~“t”@ . . . . 
For any integer r with O<r dn - 1, we show that mnprZr+‘tr+l c K. Let 
CEZ and eEm”-’ r I. Since I= (a, x(Z: m)), we can write c=us+dx for 
some SER and dEZ:m. Thus cef+‘= (at)(sef) +x(det’+‘). Since I: m c 
(Ir+‘rrP-‘: mn-‘I’), we obtain that det’+’ EZ’+‘&--“+‘)t’+’ c N”. 
Therefore, for each r with 0 G r <n - 1, mn--rZr+ltrfl c K. Now we show 
that m “+‘t”+’ c K. Any dEm”” can be written as d = wx + ey”+’ for 
some w  E m” and e E R. Thus 
d=wx+(y+bt)y”e-(bey”)t. 
We have already shown that Zm”t c K. Thus dE K. 
Finally we show that In+’ t”+’ c K. Since (a, b)Zn = Zn+‘, any CEZ”+ ’ 
can be written as c = ur + bs for some r, s E I”. Hence 
ct n+ ’ = (ut)(rt”) + (y + bt)st” - yst”. 
Since yst” E mZ”t” c K, we conclude I”+ ’ tn+’ c K. By assumption T is 
Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity, hence by (2.4), 
(x,at, y+bt)N=N2. 
NOW we show that this implies I* = (a, b)Z. If c E I2 then ct2 E N*. Hence 
there exists elements C fit’, C g,t’, C hiti belonging to N such that 
ct2=x xf.ti +ut xg.t’ +(y+bt) 1h.t 
(4 (4 (4 
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Equating the co-eflicients of I’ on both the sides we obtain 
c=xf2+ug,+yh,+bh,. 
This implies that I2 =m12 + (a, b)I. By Nakayama’s lemma, I2 = (a, b)I. 
This finishes the proof. 
There do exist contracted ideals I with minimal reduction (u, h) such 
that (a, h)l# I*. Professor Heinzer pointed out the following example: 
I = (x3, x2y*, xy’, y’). 
Consider I as an ideal in the power series ring R = k[ [x, y] ] over an 
infinite field k. Since p(Z) = 4 = 1 + o(l), I is a contracted ideal. Since 
(.r2y4)’ = (x3)* (y”) E I3 and (xY’)~ = x3(y7)* E Z3, (x3, y’) is a minimal 
reduction of I. But (x3, y’)I# I2 since x*y’O E 12\(?c3, y’)1. It follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that R[lt] is not Cohen-Macaulay. In order to construct 
more examples of contracted ideals I with and without having reduction 
number one, we present a pair of results. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. LPI (R, m) he a two-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay 
local ring with infinite residue field. An m-primary ideal / has reduction 
number one i/ and only ty e(I) = I( R/I*) - 21( R/I). 
Proof: For any m-primary ideal (a, 6) c I, detine 
4: WI@ WI-+ (a, b)l(u, b)I 
- - 
as &(r,x))=(ra+sb)+(a, b)Z, where r,sEI and “-” denotes image in 
R/Z. It is clear that 4 is a surjective R-module homomorphism. Since (a, b) 
is m-primary, {a, b} is an R-sequence and hence a: b = (a). Suppose that 
ra + sb E (a, b)I. Then there exist r 1,~1~1 such that ra+sb=r,a+s,b. 
Thus a( r - r, ) + b(s - s, ) = 0 and consequently s - s, E a : b = (a). This gives 
SE 1 and similarIy YE I. Therefore, 6, is an isomorphism. Suppose now 
that (a, h) is a reduction of I. Then by the Cohen-Macaulayness of R, 
e(l) = I( R/(a, 6)). Thus 
e(1) = I(R/(a, b)Z) - 21(R/Z). 
If e(l) = [(R/1’) - 2&R/I), then I( R/r*) = l(R/(a, b)Z). Therefore, 
(a, b)l= I’. The converse is clear. 
Remark. See (H23 for a more general criterion for ideals of reduction 
number one. 
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(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring 
with infinite residue field. An m-primary contracted ideal I has reduction 
number one if and only tf Irms has reduction number one for all r and s. 
Proof By [Ve], for all r and s 
l(R/l’m”) = l(R/I’) + rso(Z) + l(R/m”). 
Suppose that I has reduction number one. Then so does I’ for all r. 
Therefore. 
l(R/12rm2S) - 21(RjI’m”) 
= l(R/12’) + 4rso(I) + l(R/m2”) - 21(R/I’) - 2rso(Z) - 21(R/m”) 
= e(T) + 2rso(Z) + e(m’) 
= e(Pm’) by (2.2). 
Therefore, Pm’ has reduction number one. A similar argument yields the 
converse. 
4. EXTENDED REES ALGEBRAS WITH MINIMAL MULTIPLICITY 
In this section, we prove a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 for extended 
Rees algebras. For this purpose we need a formula for the multiplicity of 
the extended Rees algebra at its maximal homogeneous ideal. A similar 
formula has been proved for Rees algebras in [Ve]. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a local ring of positive dimension d. Let I 
and J be m-primary ideals of R. Let T denote the extended Rees algebra 
R [ It, t - I ] localized at its unique maximal homogeneous ideal N = (t - I, m, It) 
and K denote the ideal (t - ‘, J, It) T. If I c J2 then 
e(K)=2e,(J(I)+e,(J]I)+ ... +e,-,(JII). 
Proof: It can be seen by using induction on n that for all n, 
(t-l, J, Zt)n = (t-“, Jt-“+ ‘, . . . . J”, J”- ‘It, . . . . I”t”). 
Therefore, for all n, 
n-l 
l(T/K”)= 1 l(R/J’)+ f l(I’/J”-‘I’) 
t=O i=O 
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By the proof of [Ve, Theorem 3.11 we obtain 
e(K)=e(J)+eo(JIz)+ “’ +ed-l(JIz) 
=2eo(J)z)+el(JIz)+ .” +ed-,(JIz). 
(4.2) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring. 
For an m-primary ideal Zc m2, let T denote the extended Rees algebra 
R[Zt, t ~ ’ ] localized at its maximal homogeneous ideal (t - ‘, m, It). Then 
e( T) = 2 + o(Z). 
Proof We have e(T) = 2e,(m 1 I) + el(m 1 I). By the proof of 
[Ve, Theorem 4.11 e,(m I I) = o(Z). By Rees’ result (2.2) e,,(m I I) = e(m) = 1 
since R is regular. This yields the desired formula. 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with 
infinite residue field. Let Z be an m-primary ideal. Then the extended Rees 
algebra R[Zt, t - ‘1 is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity at 
N = (t - I, m, Zt) tf and only if Z is a contracted ideal of reduction number one. 
Proof Suppose that Z is a contracted ideal of reduction number one. By 
Theorem 3.1 and [MR], R[Zt] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. By (Hl ] the 
graded ring gr,(R) is Cohen-Macaulay. Since R[Zt, tt’]/(t-‘) N gr,(R) 
and t-’ is a non-zero divisor in R[Zt, tt’], we conclude that R[Zt, tt’] is 
Cohen-Macaulay. Therefore, T = R[Zt, t - ’ ] N is Cohen-Macaulay. To see 
that T is a ring with minimal multiplicity it remains to see that 
u(T)-dim T+ 1 =e(T). 
If o(Z) = 1 then there exists a positive integer e such that Z= (x, y’), where 
m = (x, y). If e = 1 then Z= m and therefore u(T) = dim(m/m2 @ R/m) = 3. 
We now calculate e(T) in this case. For all n 
(t-l, m, mt)n=(tpn, mtC”+‘, mtpn+2, m2t-n+3, m2tpnf4, . . . . mntn-I, m”t”). 
Hence, 
e(T) = ,im l(N”IN” + ’ 1 
A-CC rid/d! 
= ,,lit i l(m’/m’+ ‘)} (d!/nd) 
i=O 
l(R/m”+ ‘) 
= !!f (rid/d!) 
= e(R). 
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Therefore. WC obtain c( 7‘) -dim T+ I = 3 - 3 + I = 1 = e(R), which shows 
that T is a CohenMacaulay local ring with minimal multiplicity. If c> 1 
then the equation 
(t ’ + f’l, J‘. .Yf )N = ,I;? 
shows that T is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with minimal multiplicity by 
virtue of (2.4). 
Now let o(l) > 1. Then I c m2. In this case t’(T) = dim(Rjm @ 
m/I + m2 $ I/lm) = 4 + o(l) and e(T) = 2 + o(f). Therefore, 
u( T) - dim T + 1 = 4 + o(I) - 3 + 1 = 2 + o(I) = e(T). 
Conversely suppose that T is Cohen-Macaulay with minimal multiplicity. 
If o(O = 1 then there exists an x E I\m2. Choose y such that m = (x, y). 
It follows that I= (x, J’) for some positive integer e. Consequently, 
~(1) = 1 + o(l). By (2.3) I is a contracted ideal. The reduction number of I 
is one since (x, y’)I= t2. 
Now assume that o(l) > 1. Then I c mz and therefore by Corollary 4.2, 
e(T) = 2 + o(I). Since /c m2, N2 = (fm2, mt ‘, m2, Imt, 12f2). Thus 
u(T)-dim T+ 1 =dim(R/m@m/m2@I/lm)-3+ 1 
= I +2+p(I)-3-t 1 =,u(I)+ 1, 
which implies that ~(1) = 1 + o(l). By (2.3), I is a contracted ideal. Now we 
show that for any minimal reduction (a, h) of 1, (a, h)l= 1’. Since I is 
contracted, there exists an x E m\m2 such that I: x = I: m. Choose y so that 
m = (x, J). Since R/(x) is a discrete valuation ring, we may assume without 
loss of generality that (1, x)/(x) = (a, X)/(X). This gives that I= (a, x(/: m)). 
Since (a, 6) is a reduction of I, there exists an n such that (a, h)I” = I” + ‘. 
We claim that 
(t ‘, x, at, y + hr) N” = N” + ‘. 
Since Zc m2, for all n 
N”=(t “,mt ,,+I,..., m” ‘t~‘,m”,m’‘-‘It ,..., 1”r”) 
N “-t’=(t (1: + I), ml (n * I)+ I, . . . . m"[- I, ,n+ I, m"lr, . ..) I"+ It" + I), 
For each i=O, 1, . . . . n, 
m’l (n+ll+r- - t - ‘(m’r “+‘)ct ‘N”. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that for each i = 0, 1, . . . . n + 1, 
m “+I ,IlfC (1 ‘, x, al, y + ht) N”. 
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Since T has minimal multiplicity, for any minimal reduction J of N such 
that JC (t- ‘, x, at, y + bt) we have JN= N*. Therefore, it follows that 
(t-l, x, at, y+bt)N= N*. 
If CEI*, ct2eN2. Hence there exist elements Cfiti, C gitz, C hiti, 
x k, t’ E N such that 
Equating the co-efficients of t2 we obtain 
This implies that I* = Z3 + mZ* + Z(a, b). By Nakayama’s lemma and the 
fact that Z3 c ml* we obtain Z* = (a, b)Z. This finishes the proof. 
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